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We describe regularity results for viscosity solutions of a fully nonlinear (possible
degenerate) second-order elliptic PDE with inhomogeneous Neumann boundary
condition holding in the generalized sense. These results only require that 0 is
uniformly convex, 0 # C1, / for some / # (0, 1) and that the differential operators
satisfy mild regularity constraints such as Ho lder continuity.  1996 Academic
Press, Inc.
I. Introduction
In this paper we investigate the regularity of viscosity solutions of the
problem
F[u]=F(x, u(x), Du(x), D2u(x))=0 in 0
(1.1)
B[u]=Du(x) } n (x)+f (x)=0 on 0,
where F is a second-order (possibly degenerate) elliptic PDE, and the
boundary condition is assumed to hold in the generalized viscosity sense.
At all times, 0 is taken to be a bounded domain in Rn with unit inward
normal to the boundary 0 denoted by n ( } ).
A great deal of word in recent years has centred on the existence, unique-
ness and regularity of such generalized solutions. For second-order elliptic
PDE's with generalized higher order boundary conditions, the questions of
existence and uniqueness have received attention in the work of Ishii and
Lions [8] and later papers such as Barles [2] and Ishii [7] (for a more
complete reference list, see the survey article by Crandall, Ishii, and Lions
[4]), but there have been few results which address the question of
regularity for such problems. A recent paper of Barles [2] gives uniqueness
and regularity results for quite general boundary conditions in the case
where the boundary 0 is assumed to lie in W3,  and the differential
operators are basically Lipschitz. (Care must be taken to distinguish
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between structure conditions used for uniqueness results and the stronger
structure conditions needed for regularity results.) Earlier results for first-
order PDE's can be found in [1] and [3], again under relatively strong
assumptions on the regularity of the differential operators F and B and the
boundary 0.
Here we consider the second-order problem where F and B are less
regular (for example, B is only Ho lder continuous), and the boundary is
only assumed to be C1, / for some 0</<1. We achieve this at the cost of
imposing geometric constraints upon the domain, and consider only
relatively simple boundary conditions. The concluding remarks mention
briefly a way of approaching mildly nonlinear boundary conditions.
The concept of a ``viscosity solution'' was introduced by Crandall and
Lions [5] to deal with nonlinear first-order problems where the standard
techniques using integration by parts are inapplicable, and extended to
second-order equations by Lions [9]. The name ``viscosity solution'' is
widely regarded as no longer appropriate, so we shall adopt the excellent
suggestion of Jensen in referring to such functions as C-L solutions in
recognition of the work of Crandall and Lions.
The central idea is that a C-L solution is a function which behaves in the
same manner as a classical solution in the context of comparison with
smooth test functions via maximum-principle arguments. In this manner
the onus of differentiability can be passed to the comparison function, and
the C-L function is freed from almost all a priori regularity constraints. We
will consider definitions which require C-L solutions to be continuous.
The notion of such a solution obviously requires some form of ellipticity
to be imposed upon the differential operator in question, so we shall
consider here PDE's of the form
F[u]=F(x, u(x), Du(x), D2u(x))=0 in 0, (1.2)
where F : 0 _R_Rn_Sn  R is assumed to be continuous and to satisfy
the degenerate ellipticity condition F(x, z, p, r+')F(x, z, p, r) for all
x # 0 , z # R, p # Rn, r, ' # Sn, '0 in Sn (where we use Sn to denote the
space of symmetric n_n matrices).
The rationale behind the concept of a C-L solution naturally lends itself
to the initial definition of C-L sub- and supersolutions in the following
manner.
Definition 1.1. We shall say that an upper (lower) semicontinuous
function u on 0 is a C-L subsolution (supersolution) of (1.2) if, for all
, # C2(0) and x0 # 0 such that u&, has a local maximum (minimum)
at x0 ,
F(x0 , u(x0), D,(x0), D2,(x0))0 (0). (1.3)
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A function u # C0(0 ) is then a C-L solution of (1.2) if it is both a C-L
subsolution and supersolution of that equation.
Before problems such as (1.1) can be discussed, we must clarify what we
mean by a boundary condition in the C-L context. One can use the idea
of comparison with suitably smooth functions to formulate a C-L version
of any boundary condition in a manner reminiscent of that used for the
equation F[u]=0 in 0, but examples show that solutions of (1.2) may be
fundamentally incompatible with this so-called ``strong formulation'' of the
boundary condition, leading to nonexistence results even when (1.2) is
trivially satisfiable. Observation also shows that even if solutions exist,
they may not possess some of the important properties which make C-L
solutions worthy of investigation (see [4]). A more appropriate form of
boundary condition, now referred to as a ``generalized boundary condi-
tion,'' was first introduced by Lions in [10] for first-order equations, and
generalized in later works such as [7]. (See [4] for a more complete
history.)
Definition 1.2. We shall say that an upper semi-continuous function u
on 0 is a C-L subsolution of (1.1) in the generalized sense if, for all
, # C 2(0 ) and x0 # 0 such that u&, has a local maximum at x0 ,
max[F(x0 , u(x0), D,(x0), D2,(x0)), B(x0 , u(x0), D,(x0))]0, (1.4)
where it is understood that the maximum is taken to be the F term when
x0 # 0.
The definition for supersolution is the natural equivalent with signs
changed, while again a C-L solution in the generalized sense must be both
a sub- and a supersolution in that sense. When speaking of a solution of
(1.1), we will mean in this generalized sense.
The question of uniqueness for C-L solutions of the problem (1.1) is
addressed in the papers [2, 4, 7] and [8]. The underlying tactic in such
results is to render the ``boundary condition option'' in (1.4) inapplicable,
thereby ensuring the applicability of the differential operator F. Once that
is achieved, the arguments used are similar to the standard techniques used
to deal with interior points.
For subsolutions, the boundary condition is inapplicable if B<0 when
the appropriate arguments (which we shall suppress for the moment) are
supplied. The standard tactic for comparison results of perturbing the
problem is not easily adapted to our pursuit of regularity results, while
(unlike the situation in [2]) the low regularity conditions imposed upon
the boundary 0 and the inhomogeneity f rule out the possibility of using
f, n or d( } ) (the ``distance from 0'' function) as functions to build up a
comparison function 8 (see for example (2.2)).
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We therefore have to find another way of rendering the boundary condi-
tion inapplicable. This is achieved by imposing geometric conditions upon
0 so that a variation on the standard comparison arguments can proceed
without having to perturb the problem.
In practice, we are not able to show that the boundary condition is inap-
plicable in all the case we need to consider. We are, however, able to show
that those circumstances which make it possible for the boundary condi-
tion to apply also lead to the desired regularity by another path. The
results obtained are:
Theorem 1.3. Let F be continuous on 0 _R_Rn_Sn. Assume there
exist constants 0<$, #, a, A<, and an 0 -neighbourhood of 0, N, such
that
F1. F(x, z, p, r)F(x, z, p, r+')
F2. F(x, z, p, r)F(x, s, p, r)&#(z&s)
F3. F(x, z, p, X)&F( y, z, p, Y)a(k |x&y| 2+(1+| p| ) |x&y| ) (1.5)
if &k \I 00 I+\
X
0
0
&Y+k \
I
&I
&I
I +
F4. |F(t, z, p, X)&F(t, z, q, Y)|A( | p&q|$+&X&Y&$) \t # N,
for k1, x # 0 , z>s # R, p, q # Rn, r, ', X, Y # Sn, '0. If for some
/ # (0, 1), and D< we have the condition
D1. 0 is uniformly convex (with radius R) with inward normal
n # C/(N) such that & f &/; N , &n &/; N <D,
then if #>#0=#0(F, f, 0)<, there exists u( } ) a C-L solution of (1.1) such
that u # C 0, :(0 ) where :=:($, /)>0 and
&u&0, :; 0 C =C (a, A, /, #, $, D, &u&0 , R)<. (1.6)
The structure condition F3 is commonly used, and is satisfied for a
broad class of nonlinear operators. We are able to weaken it in the
following result.
Theorem 1.4. If, in the above theorem, one replaces the structure condi-
tion (F3) with
F3*: F(x, z, p, X)&F( y, z, p, Y)
a[k |x&y| 2+(1+| p| ) |x&y| ]_ |x&y|;
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for some 0<;<;+_<1, the regularity result holds for any #>0 with :, C
now depending also on ; and _.
Remark. The existence of unique solutions under the above conditions
is well-known. The results consist entirely of the regularity obtained.
II. Regularity and Approximation
In this section we construct the technical framework used to prove the
above results.
The desired result will follow from known techniques if the boundary
condition does not actively prevent their application. We therefore assume
that the standard approach of considering
W= sup
0 _0
w=( y, z)= sup
0 _0
u( y)&u(z)&
| y&z| 2
=2
,
fails because the one or both of the points y^= , z^= which give the supremum
lie in 0. In what follows we will actively use this information. (Note that
the points y^= , z^= are not necessarily unique, but for clarity of expression we
will often describe them as if they were unique points. Expressions such as
``y^= # N'' should be interpreted as holding only if they hold for all suitable
y^= .) Since the points y^= , z^= become increasingly close as =  0, the boundary
condition can only interfere with the use of w= if y^= , z^= # N for = small. We
assume this is the case, otherwise ``interior'' methods give the desired result.
The first step is to mimic the construction of w=( } , } ) while making
adaptations to take into account the presence of the f (x) term in the
boundary condition. This adaptation consists of freezing coefficients and
introducing a penalty function to ensure the appropriateness of the
freezing. The choice for the point used to freeze the argument of f is not as
obvious here as it is for comparison arguments, but it is worthwhile for
several reasons to use the point y^= , keeping in mind that it may vary with
= but is frozen with respect to the arguments y and z used for each =.
We now have to construct a suitable penalty function '=( } ) to force the
unfrozen arguments toward y^= . Before we do so, we need the following
definitions to give us some idea of an appropriate scale for the penalty
function.
Definition 2.1. Let the modulus of continuity (MOC) of u be the func-
tion m: R+  R+ given by m(t) =
def
sup[u(x)&u( y) | x, y # 0 , |x&y|t].
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Given =>0, let {= be the largest positive root of the equation m(t)+9 | f | 0 t
=t2=2.
Note that {= b (=) as =  0.
Definition 2.2. Take \ # (0, 1) and define the function '= # C 2(0 , R)
by '=( y)='~ =( | y&y^= | ) =
def
({=)\ | y&y^= | 2 for | y&y^= |(4 | f | 0 {1&\)= )
12 (in
other words, until '~ = 4 | f | 0 {= . We extend '~ = to be defined on all of R+
in such a way that sup |D'~ = | and sup &D2'~ = & are at most increased by a
factor two, while sup |'= |8 | f | 0 {= and '~ = is monotone increasing. We will
assume for simplicity that \$1.
Since we will often have to work with the known regularity of u, we need
to define a quantity similar to {= , but instead of using the (presumably
unknown) MOC m( } ), using whatever Ho lder regularity has been guaran-
teed up to that time (i.e., replacing m(t) with Mt% for M<, % # [0, 1)).
This quantity, denoted by t(=; %, M) is taken to be the largest positive
root of Mt%+9 | f | 0 t=t2=2, so for =<=0 sufficiently small, we have
t(=; %, M)<2M 1(2&%)=2(2&%). Note that if [u]%; 0 M, then {=t(=; %, M).
For =>0 we consider the function h= defined on 0 _0 by
h= =
def u( y)&u(z)&
| y&z| 2
=2
+f ( y^=)(n ( y^=), y&z) &'=( y), (2.1)
and use the notation
8( y, z) =def
| y&z| 2
=2
&f ( y^=)(n ( y^=), y&z)+'=( y), (2.2)
so
Dy8( y, z)=2=&2( y&z)&f ( y^=) n ( y^=)+D'=( y)
&Dz8( y, z)=2=&2( y&z)&f ( y^=) n ( y^=).
We let ( y0 , z0) be points such that h=( y0 , z0)=H= =
def
sup [h=( y, z) |
y, z # 0 ].
Remark. It follows from elementary considerations that | y0&z0 |{= .
The techniques we will shortly use do not allow us to cleanly rule out the
possibility of the boundary condition being applicable. We are able to rule
out the boundary condition when the ``good'' term (i.e., the term of the
desired sign) is large. This corresponds to d= =
def
| y0&z0 | large, but leaves
the question of what to do when d= is relatively small. The following results
deal with that case by showing that a sufficiently strong bound on d= gives
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the desired regularity directly, without using either of the differential
operators.
Lemma 2.3. Consider = >0. If for all = # (0, = ] we have d=<N=1+g for
g # (0, 1), then H=<C=2g for all = # (0, = ], where C=C(N, D, g)<.
Proof. We first consider the case g12. We fix =0 # (0, = ] and consider
=i=2&i=0 and di=d=i . Since the points which give m(d0) are inferior choices
to those used to define H=1 , we have
m(d0)&d 20=
2
1&| f | 0 d0&8 | f | 0 {=1m(d1)&d
2
1 =
2
1+| f | 0 d1 ,
hence
m(d0)m(d1)+(d 20&d
2
1)=
2
1+| f | 0 (d0+d1)+8 | f | 0 {=1 .
The process can be repeated to obtain
m(d0)m(dm)+ :
m&1
i=1
d 2i
=2i \
=2i
=2i+1
&1++d 20=21
+2 | f | 0 :
m
i=0
di+C2 :
m
i=1
=i
m(dm)+3 :
m&1
i=1
(d 2i =
&2
i )+4d
2
0 =
2
0
+2 | f | 0 :
m
i=0
di+C2 :
m
i=1
=i
m(dm)+3N2=2g0 :
m&1
i=1
2&2gi+4N2=2g0 +C=0 ,
so one obtains in the limit m(d0)C=2g0 for some constant C as described.
This gives the desired result for g12 since the other terms which make
up H=0 are relatively small.
To deal with g>12 one simply uses the following lemma for g12 to
refine the step where {= is replaced with a power of =. K
Lemma 2.4. Consider : # (0, 1] and = # (0, 1) fixed. There exists an
M # (1, ) such that |u|:; 0 <M if and only if there exists a constant K<
such that
H=K=2:(2&:) for all = # (0, = ). (2.3)
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Remark. Versions of this result can be found in several places (for
example, [6, 1]). In comparison with the result in [1], the proof of this
result is slightly complicated by the presence of the f and '= terms and the
fact we do not give the result only for Lipschitz regularity. It is important
to note that it is not sufficient to have the desired bound on H= for an
arbitrary sequence of =i  0+.
Having established the machinery to deal with d= small, we consider the
alternative. To prove the Ho lder regularity of u, all that is needed is to
show that for those values of = for which d= is reasonably large we obtain
a suitable bound on d= from the differential equations. We will then have
a bound on d= for all =, giving the regularity by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4.
The first result in this direction is simple yet crucial, giving information
on the distance between the frozen points and the points naturally used to
evaluate the differential inequalities.
Lemma 2.5. For all =>0, we have | y0&y^= |(4 | f | 0 { (1&\)= )
12.
Proof. We have H=h=( y^= , z^=)sup0 w=&2 | f | 0 {= by taking y=y^= ,
z=z^= and using our construction of '= . We also have H=
sup0 w=+2 | f | 0 {=&'=( y0), giving a contradiction if '=( y0)>4 | f | 0 {= , in
other words if | y0&y^= |>(4 | f | 0 { (1&\)= )
12. K
Lemma 2.6. Let F, B, u and 0 be as in Theorem 1.3. If d=N=1+_ for
_=/(1&\)4 and N=N(D, R) sufficiently large, then
F( y0 , u( y0), Dy8( y0 , z0), X)0F(z0 , u(z0)&Dz8( y0 , z0), Y) (2.4)
where
F( y0 , z, Dy 8( y0 , z0), X)&F(z0 , z, &Dz8( y0 , z0), Y)
a(6=&2 | y0&z0 | 2+(1+|Dz8( y0 , z0)| ) | y0&z0 | )+C{\$= (2.5)
for some constant C=C(A, $, \)< and any z # R.
Proof. The real result above is the applicability of the differential
operator F even for y0 , z0 # 0, since Equation (2.5) is a consequence of
the nature of '=( } ) and the structure conditions F3 and F4 (as in
Lemma 7.7 of [4]).
We only consider the subsolution case, the other being similar. The only
alternative to the stated conclusion is y0 # 0 and B( y0 , Dy8( y0 , z0))0.
Now
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B( y0 , Dy8( y0 , z0))=B( y0 , 2=&2( y0&z0)&f ( y^=) n ( y^=)+D'=( y0))
=2=&2( y0&z0) } n ( y0)&f ( y^=) n ( y^=) } n ( y0)
+D'=( y0) } n ( y0)+f ( y0)
&R&1
| y0&z0 |2
=2
+| f ( y0)&f ( y^=) n ( y^=) } n ( y0)|,
(2.6)
by uniform convexity of the domain. The above expression will be strictly
less than zero when the first term is dominant. We have
| f ( y0)&f ( y^=) n ( y^=) } n ( y0)|| f ( y0)&f ( y^=)|+| f | 0 |n ( y0)&n ( y^=)|
D(1+| f | 0) | y0&y^= |/
C{/(1&\)2= C=
/(1&\)2,
for some constant C=C(D)<, using Lemma 2.5 and the fact that
{= b (=) as =  0. This last fact is quite weak if we have any knowl-
edge of the regularity of u, but cannot be improved if we know no
more that the uniform continuity of u. Clearly we will have B<0 if
| y0&x0 |2R=2=d2= (4R=
2)>(C+1) =/(1&\)2. This is the case when d=
N=1+_ for _=/(1&\)4 and N=N(D, R) sufficiently large, as desired. K
Remark. Once we have shown the applicability of the differential
operator F, the bound on d= follows from fairly standard arguments, as
now shown.
Lemma 2.7. If Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) hold and the structure conditions
(F1)(F4) apply, then d=<C=1+\$2, where C=C(a, A, #, $, D, \)<.
Proof. From Lemma 2.6 it follows that
0F( y0 , u( y0), Dy8( y0 , z0), X)&F(z0 , u(z0), &Dz8( y0 , z0), Y)
F( y0 , u(z0), Dy8( y0 , z0), X)&F(z0 , u(z0), &Dz8( y0 , z0), Y)
&#( | y0&z0 | 2 =&2&| f | 0 {=)
a(3=&2 | y0&z0 | 2+(1+|Dz8( y0 , z0)| ) | y0&z0 | )
+C{\$= &#( | y0&z0 |
2 =&2&| f | 0 {=)
(8a&#) =&2 | y0&z0 | 2+(a+#) | f | 0 | y0&z0 | )+C{\$= , (2.7)
so we must have for sufficiently large #,
| y0&z0 | 2 =&2C{\$= C=
\$, (2.8)
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so as desired we have
| y0&z0 |C=1+\$2. K (2.9)
It follows from Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 2.7 that for all =<= we have
d=<C=1+g where g=min[\$2, /(1&\)4]. We choose \ to maximize g
and then use Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 to conclude that u # C:(0 ) where
:(2&:)=g. Theorem 1.3 is therefore proven.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. The proof of this result is similar to that given
above, with Eq. (2.5) a little more complicated and new calculations
required in Lemma 2.7. In that lemma we now obtain d=C=1+g0
where g0=min[;(2&;&2_), \$2], with the optimal choice of \ now
depending also upon ; and _. It is clear from the appropriate calculations
that it is no longer necessary to take #>0 sufficiently large. K
III. Concluding Remarks
The Ho lder coefficient : given above can be improved in a number of
ways. We only need to apply Lemma 2.5 when the boundary condition is
assumed relevant, which allows us to refine the argument used to bound
| y^=&y0 |, and hence improve Lemma 2.6 and the final Ho lder coefficient.
By similar reasoning we may further improve Lemma 2.6 directly.
Another improvement comes from the fact that the size of {= with respect
to = not only helps us obtain regularity results but is also improved by
regularity results. Many of the arguments used can be refined by bootstrap-
ping.
To some extent, the Ho lder coefficient : above is a consequence of the
specific choice of '=( } ) function used. Other form of penalty function will
produce slightly different regularity results. For example, using a (trun-
cated) function of the form '=( y)=| y&y^= | 4 will give a slightly lower coef-
ficient than the one given here. It is likely that other choices of penalty
function would produce a slightly higher coefficient. The choice of #0
implied above can also be refined.
Since we began by assuming that the C-L solution u is merely uniformly
continuous, it at first appears reasonable to hope that poor regularity of u
would mean that d= is relatively large. This would suggest that Lemma 2.6
is perhaps unnecessary, but this line of thought unfortunately does not
seem to be correct. It is possible to take (highly artificial) functions u such
that u  C:(0 ) for any :>0 but d= is quite small for some choices of =
(stopping us ruling out the boundary condition) while very large for other
values of =.
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Finally we note that our techniques seem likely to handle the nonlinear
problem B[u]=Du(x) } n (x)+f (x, u)=0 where f is nonincreasing with
respect to the second variable (the standard uniqueness assumption). The
most promising approach to such a problem is to freeze the f term in 8 at
f ( y^= , (u( y^=)+u(z^=))2) and try to show that u(z0)&=_(u( y^=)+u(z^=))2
u( y0)+=_ holds for some _>0.
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